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The Bracket is Out: Who Will Get Taken to School?

Homeroom Rep Discovers That Moment of

Silence Best Time to Make Announcements
Bracket Analysis
By John Shineman

It’s that time of year again. You

guessed it. It’s time to fill out those

teacher tournament brackets. After

many grueling hours inside their

sweatshop, the Teacher Tournament

Bracket Committee has announced

their picks.

Some were met with surprise. I

personally cannot believe that they

put Huff all the way down at the five

seed, but who am I to talk?

There are sure to be some

intense first round games; here are a

few to keep your eye on. Motzko ver-

sus Sawasko in the Math/Science

division is sure to get the fans going

wild. Likewise, the 3-6 Mansfield-

Tanimoto matchup could go either

way. 

In the Social Studies/Arts divi-

sion, up-and-comer Vora looks to take

on the experienced Grady; only time

will tell how they react under pres-

sure. Gasper has his home court in X-

hall, and this will help him take the

competition to school. 

the bracket issue

Signs Taken Down And Put

Back Up During Passing

Periods For Accuracy

Facebook Reveals

Innaprioprate Pictures of

Brackets

By Timmy Terntable

DEERFIELD, IL—Due to a near

complete lack of interest in

Student Council, a helpless home-

room representative has resorted to

crime in order to spread news

about a food pantry sale or some-

thing. The crime: breaking a state

mandated moment of silence.

However, flamboyant student

council representative Zack Wolf

felt he had no choice, just like with

abortion. “How can I tell the kids

about the used sock drive if they

won’t listen!? The only time those

scoundrels

aren’t talking is

during that

moment of

silence. And the

pledge.”

Zack is not alone. In fact, almost

all homerooms do not give their reps

time to talk, which leads these resume

building students to seek desperate

measures. As Ari Richmond explains,

“I just had to tell my H.R. about the

leftovers drive, but I couldn’t find

time to talk. Yet, it was a tor-

nado drill that day so when

the inspectors weren’t walk-

ing around, I got up and

made my announcements.

Take that, you rascals!”

Unfortunately for Ari, a over-

serious homeroom teacher full-on

body tackled her when she stood up,

braking three bones and her heart.

The only time those

scoundrels aren’t talking is

during that moment of

silence. And the pledge.

Ari Richmond makes an announcement during the

tornado drill AP PHOTO



DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these four

ordinary jumbles, and use the letters in

the circles to answer the final question.

PELEO

SOLEO

SPINOR

DIROHA

A:

the job of 

the mobile

carrier

NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

PICTURE THIS

SUDOKU JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter. 

The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-shirt!

(first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)

FACT

The percentage of people

who have picked sixteen

seeds over one seeds in

their brackets. And out of

these people, all of them have done it as a joke, or went

to Portland State. Even then, it is no guarantee.

The latest construction of the Great Wall of China took

place in Ming Dynasty and the length built was over

6,000 kilometers. However, the total length built in all

dynasties will exceed 50,000 kilometers.

.002%

LIE
Ponies and toads are able to communicate through a

subtle form of radition. When they communicate, they

mostly speak of weather. 

WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT! HINT: L=T

last week: "THEY WERE THERE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO HAD THE TALENT TO THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX. IT NEVER OCCURRED TO THEM

THAT, IF EVERYONE HAD TO THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX, MAYBE IT WAS THE BOX THAT NEEDED FIXING." - MALCOM GLADWELL

Level: One Size Fits All

last week: KRILL POUND ROOTED EXCESS the reason that the bowling alley made no

money THEY WERE ON STRIKE

that means, that if there is any of the first letter, replace it

with the second letter, sorry about the mess-up last week

“UENA IA V OANAM OCFU AFCRUJ VFY V GROBMRI CF KJEBJ LC 

TOVBA EL, VFY E XJVOO ICNA LJA KCMOY.” - VMBJEIAYAX

LAST WEEK’S WINNER: Could have been you!

“Spring break!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
Yes.

REBUS PUZZLE: 

Can you guess the common word or phrase portrayed below?

Last week’s answers: MATINEE, DEEP IN THOUGHT, QUITE RIGHT, FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE
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